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The location of this reserve is a
place where currents from the
Atlantic Ocean mix with the
Mediterranean
Sea. These
nutrient rich waters are the key
to attracting small species,
which in turn will attract bigger
fish in a never ending food
chain.
Marine
life
ranges
from
enormous groupers to tiny
nudibranch, including elegant
eagle rays, exotic moonfish and
even pelagic and whales on
their way to the Atlantic Ocean.
These waters are an explosion
of life and colour where even
when snorkelling you can enjoy
watching a playful octopus, or
the incredible colours of a
hunting cuttlefish. Keeping
your eyes open, you may be
lucky enough to spot a
seahorse
camouflaged
between the fields of unique
algae Poseidonia.

Turtle in Islas Hormigas Marine Reserve

The reserve is a
nineteen
square
kilometres protected
area, where you can
find an underwater
continuation of the
rocky
outcrop
of
Cabo de Palos and
extends in a North
West direction for
about six kilometres,
surfacing
in
the
Hormigas
Islands.
Some
of
these
underwater
Wreck of Isla Gomera 'Naranjito'
mountains descend
as deep as 70 meters
and rise as shallow as
just three meters below the surface, which has created
a deadly wrecking site for many ships.

dangers created by rocks just under the surface also
made the zone very challenging for navigation. Some
examples are the SS Stanfield, a merchant cargo ship
some 120 meters long that was sunk in 1916 and
currently lies between 50 and 60 meters deep; the
Thordisa, or Carbonero, sunk in 1917 by the Germans,
rests between 36 and 45 meters deep and is a very
popular dive for the wreck enthusiasts. Then there is
the Sirio, an Italian cruise liner called the
?Mediterranean Titanic?, which went to the bottom in
1906 after a fatal accident in the shallowest point of the
marine park, with more than 200 fatalities.

Scorpion fish

The area has witnessed numerous shipwrecks from
Phoenician times until the last century. The Arqua
Museum in Cartagena has fragments from many of
these. During World War One, a German U boat sank
many international ships off the Murcia coast. The
"The area has witnessed numerous shipwrecks
from Phoenician times until the last century.
The Arqua Museum in Cartagena has
fragments from many of these."
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All of these wrecks and many more are resting in the
seabed, holding a significant part of the area?s history
and acting as artificial reefs that provide shelter for
marine life.

exist in the Mar Menor, the largest salt water lagoon in
Europe, make it the ideal setting to practise and learn
fun and exciting nautical sports. These include
windsurfing, kite surfing, kayaking and SUP. Catamaran
and power boat trips are available for chilling out and
for the adrenaline fans, Jet Ski excursions give the final
touch to a fantastic range of activities.
Fun, adventure, sport and nature! La Manga Club, the
best resort, with the finest scuba diving and activities.

Ornate wrasse

Seahorse,
Cartagena

Add the gorgeous landscape, both underwater and
above the surface, the magnificent 150 year old
lighthouse, which is still working and overlooks the
beautiful small bays protected from the winds and it is
easy to see why this is an ideal place for snorkelling
and learning to scuba dive for the first time.

.
Hermit
Crab

However, if after reading how amazing this sport can
be and how many wonders people can discover, you
still you don?t think is for you, don?t despair! The region
has much more to offer. The special conditions which

"Fun, adventure, sport and nature!
La Manga Club, the best resort, with the finest
scuba diving and activities."
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Diver surrounded by Ornate Wrasse
in Marine Reserve
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Some of us are lucky enough to reside at or visit La
Manga Club. The young people here recognise how
fortunate they are and host events to support those in
need. Twice a year, a small, very dedicated team
provide parties for resident and visiting children in
order to raise money for families and children in the
local town of Cartagena, many of whom are sadly
homeless. The money raised goes to support El Buen
Samaritano (the Good Samaritans) in order to provide
much needed food.
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prizes for the visiting children, with not a smartphone
or iPad in sight!
So the ?privileged? children raise money for the
?underprivileged? and at the same time, the young
volunteer team have the opportunity to develop team
building, decision making and planning skills, all in the
knowledge that the goal is for worthy cause. It?s a
?win-win?. The children who take part also have the
opportunity to interact and converse with International
children of their own age.

On Easter Sunday, the games include card making,
egg painting, egg ?scratching? and scavenger hunts.
The Si Bar provides a children?s entertainer who
organises musical chairs, magic tricks, balloon
modelling and much more, all topped off with a visit
from the Easter Bunny who completes the afternoon
with an Easter Egg Hunt for everyone (and of course
there are always a few footballs flying around!).
Halloween just gets really messy. Everyone dresses up
and the ?Fun W itch?, her very good friendly witches and
her young team, encourage the children to try apple
bobbing, chocolates in flour, a ?gunge? bucket (which
the chefs enjoy making?), a sugary doughnut ?run the
gauntlet? and ?mummy wrapping?. By the time they
have finished, most children are unrecognisable! All
this takes place whilst the parents spend the evening
enjoying the Si Bar?s bistro menu.
Buying food is always the priority for the homeless, yet
if we are able to raise enough money, each homeless
child will recieve a small ?Three Kings?Christmas gift .
This supporting programme has been nicknamed ?Kids
4 Kids?and is run by Bridgette Field who has lived on
LMC for sixteen years. The parties are hosted in the
garden of the Si Bar every Easter Sunday and
Halloween. The events have become so popular that
the Si Bar is often booked out a few weeks in advance
with standing room only.
Each year, Bridgette recruits a small volunteer team of
young people to help, currently headed by Mia Barrett
Knight (13 yrs), supported by Mia Feddon Ingham (9
yrs) and Sara Coles Martinez (11 yrs). These young
ladies meet regularly and in advance of the parties
they design and plan traditional crafts, games and
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Left to Right: Sara Coles Martinez, Mia Barrett Knight and Mia Feddon Ingham
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